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monetary policy rate 50bp up to 7%
Enestor Dos Santos / Lorena Lechuga / Hugo Perea / Cecilia Posadas / Jorge Selaive / Carlos Serrano / Juana Téllez
  
The rise in the MPR aims to contribute to the abatement of inflation expectations and for convergence to the
CB's target in 2017. In Chile aggregate activity figures showed a slight
recovery in March mainly dirven by natural resources or primary sectors. Mexico grew by 0.8% QoQ in
1Q16, higher than expected.

Brazil - Another primary fiscal deficit in March
The public sector posted a BRL10.6bn deficit in March, as the activity slowdown continued to affect public
revenues and public expenditure remained at relatively high levels (mainly due to structural reasons).
Therefore, in the year to date the public sector has accumulated a BRL5.7bn deficit, in contrast with the
BRL19.0bn surplus recorded in the same period last year. In the last twelve months the primary deficit now
stands at 2.3% of GDP, in comparison with 2.1% of GDP in February. The total deficit eased to BRL10.0bn
in March (9.7% of GDP in the last twelve months, in comparison with 10% in February and 10.4% in
December 2015) as the currency depreciation allowed the government to earn BRL42.7bn for holding
around USD100bn in exchange rate swaps. As a consequence, the gross public debt decreased slightly, to
67.3% of GDP from 67.6% of GDP in February. Looking forward, we expect no very significant
improvements regarding the fiscal situation and, therefore, forecast primary and total fiscal deficits to reach,
respectively, 1.5% of GDP and 9.0% of GDP this year. In line with that scenario, the gross public debt
should close the year above 70% of GDP.

Chile - Unemployment rate surged to 6.3%, showing increasing slack
The jobless rate increased to 6.3% in March (from previous 5.9%), driven by a 1.3% YoY rise in job-creation
(mainly self-employment) as against the 1.4% YoY growth in the labour force. Annual job-creation was
driven by construction, hotels and restaurants, which was partially offset by the negative contribution from
mining and manufacture. Figures show that the public sector started to contribute negatively to salaried jobs.
Overall, the labour market started to show increasing signs of slack (see our Chile Flash in Spanish for
details).

Chile - Imacec should increase in a range between 2.0%/2.5% YoY of
in March
Manufacturing output increased by 2.7% YoY (BBVAe 1.5% YoY, consensus 1.9% YoY), mainly driven by
elaborated metals, while mining production showed an expansion of 4.9% supported by a strong surge in
molybdenum output (+44.9% YoY) but also increase in copper production (+3.0% YoY). Meanwhile, retail
sales decelerated to 1.4% YoY (BBVAe: +3.8% YoY, consensus: +3.9% YoY), explained by non-durable
consumption and the absence of strong calendar effects showed in February. All in all, aggregate activity
figures showed a slight recovery (mainly in natural resource or primary sectors) and suggest that Imacec
grew between 2.0%/2.5% YoY during March. This figures should freeze further downward correction in GDP
growth expectations for this year (see our Chile Flash in Spanish for details).
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Colombia- BanRep’s Board surprisingly increase its monetary policy
rate 50bp up to 7%
During its April meeting the Central Bank decided to increase the monetary policy rate, a decision that was
unexpected by the consensus and us. During the press conference, CB’s Managing Director, José Dario
Uribe, said that the decision was taken by majority. According to the communiqué, the main drivers of this
decision were the recent behavior of inflation, the perception of a higher risk for the convergence of inflation
to its target -despite the temporary nature of the price and FX shocks-,  and considerations regarding
domestic demand. It is important to note that the Board highlighted that inflation expectations remain high, in
a context where there is overspending on national income and the risk of an excessive slowdown in demand
is moderate. That said, the Board considered that  the 50bp is in line with the effort to ensure that inflation
will converge to the target in 2017 and will contribute to moderate the current account deficit.

Mexico - Preliminary 1Q GDP growth above expectations at 0.8% QoQ
According to a preliminary figure the economy grew 0.8% QoQ SA during the first three months of the year
(BBVAe 0.4% QoQ, consensus 0.7% QoQ). This growth rate is explained mainly by a sharp increase of the
industrial sector (1.5% QoQ) that represents around one third of the total economy. It is worth noting that this
growth was unexpected given the feeble performance of the manufacturing exports that reflects to some
extent the weakness in the US industrial sector. In addition, the services sector, that represent around 60%
of the mexican economy, stepped up 0.8% QoQ, a figure that reinforces the idea that the private
consumption remains as the main engine. It is important to stress that a quarterly growth rate of this
magnitude during a first quarter had only be seen three times since 1980, and never after a negative
average growth rate of the US industrial production during the previous year.    

What to watch today
No news is expected for today
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Calendar indicators

Source: Bloomberg and BBVA Research
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Most recent Latam reports
Date Description 
04.26.2016 Peru: Value of total exports continues to shrink (In Spanish)
04.23.2016 Mexico: Bank deposits: loss of momentum driven by term deposits (In Spanish)
04.22.2016 Mexico Weekly: The sluggishness of investment and exports will limit GDP growt

h (In Spanish)
04.15.2016 Mexico Weekly: Government measures alleviate the liquidity problems of PEMEX

 (In Spanish)
04.15.2016 Peru: GDP growth accelerated in February (In Spanish)
04.15.2016 Peru: Central Bank: MPR unchanged (In Spanish)
04.13.2016 Mexico: Federal Government support allows Pemex to improve its financial situat

ion in 2016 (In Spanish)
04.12.2016 Chile: Policy rate keeps at 3.5%, but the restrictive tone is moderated

 (In Spanish)
04.08.2016 Mexico Weekly: An unfavorable industrial performance corroborates moderate gr

owth outlook (In Spanish)
04.08.2016 Brasil: Times of two-digit inflation are over
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https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/peru-valor-exportado-sigue-contrayendose/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/semanal-mexico-bajo-dinamismo-de-inversion-y-exportaciones-limitan-crecimiento-del-pib/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/mexico-captacion-bancaria-perdida-de-dinamismo-motivada-por-la-captacion-a-plazo/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/mexico-captacion-bancaria-perdida-de-dinamismo-motivada-por-la-captacion-a-plazo/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/semanal-mexico-medidas-gubernamentales-alivian-los-problemas-de-liquidez-de-pemex/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/peru-expansion-del-pib-se-acelero-en-febrero/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/peru-banco-central-sin-cambios-en-la-posicion-de-la-politica-monetaria/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/mexico-apoyo-del-gob-federal-le-permite-a-pemex-mejorar-su-situacion-financiera-en-2016/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/mexico-apoyo-del-gob-federal-le-permite-a-pemex-mejorar-su-situacion-financiera-en-2016/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/chile-tpm-se-mantiene-en-35-pero-se-modera-el-sesgo/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/semanal-mexico-un-desfavorable-desempeno-industrial-implica-expansion-moderada-del-pib/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/semanal-mexico-un-desfavorable-desempeno-industrial-implica-expansion-moderada-del-pib/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/brazil-times-of-two-digit-inflation-are-over/
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This document has been prepared by BBVA Research Department, it is provided for information purposes only and expresses data,
opinions or estimations regarding the date of issue of the report, prepared by BBVA or obtained from or based on sources we consider
to be reliable, and have not been independently verified by BBVA. Therefore, BBVA offers no warranty, either express or implicit,

regarding its accuracy, integrity or correctness.
Estimations this document may contain have been undertaken according to generally accepted methodologies and should be

considered as forecasts or projections. Results obtained in the past, either positive or negative, are no guarantee of future performance.
This document and its contents are subject to changes without prior notice depending on variables such as the economic context or

market fluctuations. BBVA is not responsible for updating these contents or for giving notice of such changes.

BBVA accepts no liability for any loss, direct or indirect, that may result from the use of this document or its contents.
This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase, divest or enter into any interest in
financial assets or instruments. Neither shall this document nor its contents form the basis of any contract, commitment or decision of

any kind.
In regard to investment in financial assets related to economic variables this document may cover, readers should be aware that under
no circumstances should they base their investment decisions in the information contained in this document. Those persons or entities
offering investment products to these potential investors are legally required to provide the information needed for them to take an

appropriate investment decision.
The content of this document is protected by intellectual property laws. It is forbidden its reproduction, transformation, distribution,
public communication, making available, extraction, reuse, forwarding or use of any nature by any means or process, except in cases
where it is legally permitted or expressly authorized by BBVA.
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